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PREFACE
The Correctional Law Review is one of more than 50 projects
that together constitute the Criminal Law Review, a comprehensive examination of all federal law concerning crime and
the criminal justice system. The Correctional Law Review,
although only one part of the larger study, is nonetheless a
major and important study in its own right. It is concerned
principally with the five following pieces of federal legis1 ation:
the Solicitor General Act
the Penitentiary Act
the Parole Act
the Prisons and Reformatories Act, and
the Transfer of Offenders Act.
In addition, certain parts of the Criminal Code and other
federal statutes which touch on correctional matters will be
rev iewed .
The first product of the Correctional Law Review was the
First Consultation Paper, which identified most of the issues
requiring examination in the course of the study. This Paper
was given wide distribution in February 1984. In the following 14-month period consultations took place, and formal submissions were received from most provincial and territorial
jurisdictions, and also from church and after-care agencies,
victims' groups, an employee's organization, the Canadian
Association of Paroling Authorities, one parole board, and a
single academic.
No responses were received, however, from
any groups representing the police, the judiciary or criminal
lawyers.
It is anticipated that representatives from these
important groups will be heard from in this, the second,
round of public consultations.
In addition, the view of
inmates and correctional staff will be directly solicited.
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Since the completion of the Eirst consultation, a special
round of provincial consultations has been carried out. This
was deemed necessary to ensure adequate treatment could be
given to federal-provincial issues. Therefore, whenever
appropriate, the results of both the first round of consultations and the provincial consultations have been reflected in
this Working Paper.
The second round of consultations is being conducted on the
basis of a series of Working Papers. A list of the proposed
Working Papers is attached as Appendix A. The Working Group
of the Correctional Law Review, which is composed of representatives of the Correctional Service of Canada (CSC), the
National Parole Board (NPB), the Secretariat of the Ministry
of the Solicitor General, and the federal Department of
Justice, seeks written responses from all interested groups
and individuals.
The Working Group will hold a full round of consultations
after all the Working Papers are released, and will meet with
interested groups and individuals at that time. This will
lead to the preparation of a report to the government. The
responses received by the Working Group will be taken into
account in formulating its final conclusions on the matters
raised in the Working Papers.

Please send all comments to:
Alison MacPhail
Co-ordinator
Correctional Law Review
Ministry of the Solicitor General
340 Laurier Ave. West
Ottawa, Ontario
KlA OP8

CORRECTIONAL LAW REVIEW:

CORRECTIONAL ISSUES AFFECTING NATIVE
PEOPLE

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
INTRODUCTION
Identifies the main focus of this paper, which is to highlight
the serious problems faced by Native offenders in the correctional system, and to suggest legislative and policy approaches
in correctional law reform that could ameliorate these problems.
The issues and approaches to solutions are discussed within the
context of the Correctional Law Review, and in view of the unique
legal status that native people have in Canada.
PART I: THE NATIVE OFFENDER
Native offenders are an especially disadvantaged group in
Canada.
They are over-represented in the correctional system,
and their proportion seems to be increasing. They have speçial
problems and needs, stemming from their unique social, cultural
and spiritual backgrounds.
Native offenders are reluctant to
participate in programs run by non-Natives, but there is
increased participation in programs that have Native orientation and are run by Natives. Natives also do not benefit from
release programs to the same extent as non-Natives. Problems are
also created by low Native representation in the correctional
service staff, despite efforts at affirmative action, and low
representation on the National Parole Board.
PART II.

THE LEGAL FRAMEjJORK

Aboriginal people have a special and unique legal status in
Canada.
It is a product of aboriginal and treaty rights, and
various constitutional and legislative provisions. Insofar as
aboriginal persons are members of ethnic, religious or linguistic
minorities, Canada also has international legal obligations to
respect specified rights.
The legal definition of the rights of
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aboriginal peoples is imprecise. Fowever, the development of
aboriginal self-government is the major issue now facing
aboriginal peoples and the government of Canada, as new
institutions run by aboriginal peoples begin to assume greater
control over critical areas of community life, including justice,
law enforcement and correctional matters.
PART III. THE AMELIORATION OF CONDITIONS FOR NATIVE OFFENDERS
During the consultations on the Correctional Law Review the major
questions for consideration will be whether legislative change
would be helpful in ameliorating the conditions for Native
offenders. Would either or both of the following two approaches
be appropriate?
1.

Through the development of special legislative provisions for
Native people to assume greater control over the provision of
certain correctional services to Native people.
In enabling legislation, a significant degree of jurisdiction
could be transferred to aboriginal communities or other
organizations under a clearly stated legal relationship with
the Solicitor General. Correctional services, parole and
aftercare services could be provided in facilities operated
by Aboriginal correctional authorities.
Services provided
would still have to meet the basic requirements of the law,
and provide adequate containment of offenders.

2.

The second approach would be to ameliorate the situation of
Natives in correctional institutions through amendments to
existing correctional legislation governing all offenders.
This is a more limited approach, and entails no fundamentally
new arrangements.
Control would remain with the existing
correctional system.
Under this scheme there would be:
- significant consultation with aboriginal authorities,
through regional and national Aboriginal advisory committees.

( v)

- guarantees for native spirituality, culture and rehabilitar
tion.
- greater aboriginal community involvement in release planning for Native offenders.
- increased efforts at affirmative action in hiring and promotion of Native staff, together with increased awareness
training for correctional staff.
PART IV: CONCLUSION
The two approaches outlined in the paper are complementary, and
could operate to improve the situation of incarcerated native
offenders, while facilitating efforts of native communities and
other native organizations to assume greater control of correctional services to Native offenders.
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NATIVE OFFENDERS
INTRODUCTION
The Correctional Law Review is an examination of federal correctional legislation through an in-depth analysis of the purposes
of corrections and a determination of how the law should be cast
to best reflect these purposes.
The ultimate aim of the review
is to develop legislation that accomplishes the following goals:
i) establishes the correctional agencies in law and provides
clear and specific authority for their functions and activities;
ii) reflects the philosophy of Canadian corrections; and iii)
facilitates the attainment of correctional goals and objectives.
Such a legislative scheme is intended to promote fair and effective decision-making, be clear and unambiguous, facilitate operations, give guidance to corrections staff, be internally consistent, promote the dignity and fair treatment of inmates and
reflect the interests of staff and of all others affected by the
correctional system. The interest of the public and correctional
administration and staff, as well as offenders, must therefore
be taken into account in developing a legislative scheme. 1
Native offenders constitute a group warranting specific attention
both because of the special legal status of Aboriginal peoples
and because of the serious ongoing problem of their substantial
overrepresentation in the correctional system and other manifestations of their situation as a traditionally disadvantaged
group. This latter issue was recognized by the 1984 Carson
Report.
Natives constitute up to 30 percent of the inmate
population in at least one region of the Service.
Since 1960, the growth rate of the Native population
in federal institutions has doubled that of the nonNative population. Moreover, relative to non-Natives,
only a small proportion of Natives are approved for
conditional release programs (eg. temporary absences
or parole), and most are released on Mandatory Supervision. The recidivism rate for Natives also is
higher than for non-Natives.2
This paper begins with an examination of the continuing problem
facing Native people in corrections by reviewing correctional
processes as they relate to the Native offender and the larger
Native community. Part II discusses the legal context which must

2

be considered in developing correctional legislation pertaining
to Native people. This discussion includes possible implications
for corrections of aboriginal rights and Native self-government,
the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, The Constitution
Act, 1982, and international law. Part III discusses the
advantages and disadvantages of codifying provisions affecting
Natives, and examines a number of specific issues, including
Native spirituality, Native culture, correctional programming,
transfers, parole and aftercare, as well as staff recruitment and
training.

•■■•
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PART I: THE NATIVE OFFENDER

In this part, the problems associated with Native offenders in
the correctional system will be reviewed. Some of these are
problems inherited by corrections from other parts of the criminal justice system or the larger socio-economic system. Others
are problems inherent in corrections itself, and concerning which
corrections may be able to effect some meaningful change.
The most obvious problem is the large number of Natives in the
system, in proportion to the number of Natives in Canadian
society as a whole. Ironically, although it is distressing to
see such high proportions of Natives in the correctional system,
their small numbers, taken in absolute terms, in turn inhibit the
mounting of a serious effort to provide programming within the
existing correctional systems which will be responsive to
Natives' needs. Compounding this is the fact that Native Canadians are not a homogeneous group, with a single language and
culture. They therefore do not have a single set of problems for
the correctional system to address. Not only are there several
distinct aboriginal languages in Canada (there are 16 aboriginal
languages that are in widespread use out of a total of 53 distinct aboriginal languages in Canada3), but the problems are
different for status and non-status Indian, on and off reserves,
and between rural and urban areas.
In the latest reported census figures, Native peoples made up
only 2% of the population of Canada. 4 However, according to
official statistics - which reflect varying definitions of
"Native" and are thought by many to underestimate the numbers of
offenders who consider themselves Native - about 9.5% of the
penitentiary population is Native including about 13% of the
federal female inmate population. 5
In the West and North, the proportional representation is more
In the Prairie region, for
dramatic, and indeed, is increasing.
Howexample, Natives make up about 5% of the total population.
ever, in 1980, the Native population was 27.6% of the total
Prairie federal inmate population; in 1987, it was 32.2%. In
1980, the pacific Region showed a Native inmate population of
9.4%; in 1987, it increased to 12.2%.

The Native inmate population in Quebec has remained relatively
stable, increasing from .2% in 1980 to .5% in 1987. In the same
period, however, the percentage of Native inmates in the Atlantic
Region dropped from 4.3% in 1980 to 2.6% in 1987. Similarily,
Ontario dropped from 5.0% in 1980 to 4.0% in 1987.6 .
These figures are cited not to suggest a racist bias of individual criminal justice decision-makers or even of the system as a
whole, but in order to illustrate that Natives represent a sizable minority in corrections, and to suggest that the root causes
of their overrepresentation may be deeply buried in a breakdown
in social structures outside the criminal justice system. Whatever the causes, however, it is clear that the numbers raise very
real questions within corrections about how best to handle the
needs and problems presented by Native offenders.
The social and economic situation of Native Canadians as compared
to non-Native Canadians is discouraging.

Generally, Native Canadians have a lower average level of education, have fewer marketable skills and have a higher rate of unemployment. The infant
mortality rate for Indian children is twice the national rate,
while life expectancy for those children who live past one year
is more than ten years less than for non-Indian Canadians.
The rate of violent death among Indian people is more than 3
times the national average.
The rate of suicide is nearly 3
times that of the total population of Canada, but in the 15-25
age range, the suicide rate is more than six times that of the
total population in that age group.7
Studies also suggest that Native offenders, perhaps to an even
greater extent than non-Native offenders, come from backgrounds
characterized by a high degree of family instability and considerable contact with various types of institutions operated by
social service and criminal justice agencies.8 Native offenders
show a high incidence of single-parent homes, family problems and
foster home placements. The majority of Native offenders have
long criminal records both as juveniles and as adults.

Native
offenders are also more likely to be admitted to correctional
institutions for a violent offence than are non-Natives, although
the reasons for this finding are difficult to trace clearly.9
Alcohol abuse tends to be a serious problem for the majority of
native offenders. Both the rate of alcohol abuse and the extent
of ind iv idual s' abuse of alcohol are a greater problem for Native
offenders than for non-Native offenders.
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About half of the Native federal inmate population are status
Indians, and of this group, about a third come from reserves.
Generally speaking, most Native inmates now appear to come from
urban areas, although still in considerably smaller proportions
than do non-Native offenders. Where only some 15 years ago, 40%
of the Native inmates in Stony Mountain Penitentiary were listed
as having come from urban areas, the figure is now closer to
70%. Native offenders' rate of urban residence appears to be
higher than for the Native population in Manitoba as a whole. 10
Once the Native offender arrives in prison or penitentiary,
further differences are observed. A substantial portion of
Native inmates perceive themselves and are perceived by others as
significantly different from their non-Native counterparts in
terms of their attitudes, values, interests, identities and backgrounds.
Native inmates tend not to participate to any meaningful extent
in general rehabilitation programs within penitentiaries.
This
seems to be true despite the significant enhancements made over
the last few years in available programs and the expansion of
services by Native organizations interested in providing corrections-related services and counselling. The Native offender
participation rate is, however, higher for Native-specific
programs involving private sector representatives such as Native
Brotherhoods and Sisterhoods, and educational and cultural
programs such as the Sacred Circle. Perhaps because of the
increased openness of the correctional system to Native spiritual
and cultural representatives, which is at least in part due to
representations from Native organizations, and perhaps also
because of the cultural revitalization taking place within
certain Native communities, there seems to be an increase in
Native culture and spiritual awareness among Native inmates.
Many Native offenders have special social, cultural and spiritual
needs. These include the observation of such traditional group
ceremonies and rituals as pipe ceremonies and the sweat lodge.
For Native offenders who have not had much prior contact with
traditional culture and spirituality, the opportunity for instruction and participation in these areas can become an important
part of their incarceration experience. It can also provide a
link to free Native communities.

A significant number of Natives serve their sentence in correctional institutions which are a considerable distance from their
home communities.
The problem is aggravated for female offenders, both Native and non-Native, because there is only one
federal penitentiary in Canada for female offenders. The Correctional Service of Canada (CSC) attempts to alleviate these distance problems by using Exchange of Service Agreements, by which
federal inmates may be placed in provincial prisons closer to
home, and vice versa. However, distances remain a problem,
particularly for offenders from northern and isolated areas,
since the majority of provincial institutions are also in central
locations.
This has obvious effects on the maintenance of family
and community ties.
Before CSC's transfer policy was chanqed to reflect the principle
of keeping inmates as much as possible in their home r_egions,
transfers exacerbated the problem of distance from an offender's
home community.
This in turn disrupted plans for the re-inteqration of offenders back into their families and peer communities.
It was partly in order to respond to these types of re-integrative problems that the Carson Report recommended the establishment of more work camps and community correctional centres for
Natives, and even the consideration of "separate med.ium-level
securi.ty institutions designed for Native inmates, operated and
managed by Native staff".11
On this subject, Carson remarked
that "we believe that staff-inmate relations will always remain
somewhat strained in institutions run by non-Natives and populated by large numbers of Native inmates".
Consistent with these recommendations, 1988 should see the establishment of Native-run Community Correctional Centres in Alberta
(Edmonton) and British Columbia (the lower mainland). These
centres, to be run by Native community organizations, will offer
life-skills programs, substance-abuse treatment, and culturally
appropriate programs for native offenders.12 The Pacific and
Prairie regions are also seeking additional space in provincial
work camps for natives.13
Differences between Natives and non-Natives are also observed in
the release system.
Native offenders tend to waive their rights
to a parole hearing more often than do non-Natives, choosing not
to be considered for parole. Native inmates are more unfamiliar
with parole regulations than their non-Native counterparts. Even
where Native offenders come from reserves, the Native community
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often does not form part of the parole or other release plan,
sometimes because the offender is unwelcome on the reserve or
because there are more extensive supervision and rehabilitative
resources located in urban areas, as compared to rural Native
communities, or because the offender no longer feels linked to
the reserve. Often the situation iscaused by a complex set of
interrelated factors.
In a six year study covering the period January 1, 1979 to
December 31, 1985, in the Prairie Region of CSC, Native federal
offenders had a slightly higher grant rate for unescorted temporary absences than did non-native offenders, but significantly
fewer full paroles were granted to Natives (25.5% of Native
applicants granted as opposed to 39.2% of non-Natives) .14 In
Saskatchewan, however, these parole rate differences for federal
offenders do not appear to hold true, and in fact Native federal
offenders appear to receive parole more frequently than nonNatives. Following release, Natives have a higher rate of return
to penitentiary, and are more likely to be revoked for "technical
violations" than for new criminal convictions. 15
Many people who work with Native offenders complain that the
small numbers of Natives among National Parole Board members and
staff contribute to a lack of understanding of Native offenders
and a lack of parole plans which are suitable for Natives.
Some
Native representatives claim that parole criteria or the assessments made about individuals in preparation for parole hearings
are inappropriate to Natives.
It is also claimed that there is
little input from Native communities into the parole preparation
process and the development of an aftercare plan for Native
offenders.
In response to these concerns, a Working Group was established by
the Solicitor General in March 1987 to examine the process that
Native offenders go through from the time of admission to a
federal penitentiary until warrant expiry. The Working Group On
The Re-Integration of Aboriginal Offenders as Law-Abiding
Citizens is looking at ways of improving the opportunities for
Native offenders to re-integrate into society through appropriate
penitentiary placement, relevant institutional programs, improved
preparation for temporary absences, day parole and full parole,
and through improved and innovative supervision. The Working
Group is consulting provincial and territorial governments,
aboriginal communities and other organizations actively involved
in the re-integration of Native offenders into society. 16

Attempts to recruit and retain significant numbers of Native
staff into the Correctional Service have had modest results. CSC
has what amounts to an affirmative action program for the hiring
of Native staff, but there is still a much lower proportion of
Native staff than offenders at the local levels. Native staff
who do work in the correctional setting often find themselves
under pressure from both Native offenders on the one hand (who
may put unrealistic demands on them ber.a.use they are Native) and
other staff.
This pressure on Native staff often causes frustration and early departure from the Service.
Observations
Several common themes appear in key writings and reports about
Natives in the correctional system.
First, it is very difficult for non-Native correctional workers
to understand the social, cultural, spiritual and religious backgrounds of Native offenders and thus to understand the dimensions
which affect many of them most strongly. The gr.eater the lack of
mutual understanding, the more compounded become the difficulties
of running a correctional program.
Second, even where Native offenders make "model prisoners" in the
sense that they cause little or no trouble in the institution,
there has been a marked lack of success in persuading Native
offenders to participate actively in programs of education and
counselling provided for the general population. There appears
to be a consensus among correctional authorities and aboriginal
groups that a significant problem is that Native offenders appear
to be largely unfamiliar with the workings of the correctional
system.
However, it does appear that Native offenders are most
likely to participate in programs if they are run by Native
organizations which are not identified as being a part of the
system.
Third, there has been modest success at best in recruiting
Natives to work in correctional settings, which is especially
regrettable since Native offenders appear most likely to participate in regular CSC programs staffed by Natives and having a
Native cultural orientation.

Fourth, the problem of Native criminality - like crime in the
mainstream - is closely tied to the general socio-economic conditions experienced by Natives on and off reserves, and any solution to Native criminality must address these socio-economic conditions, which include unemployment, poverty, alcoholism and
family breakdown.
Nonetheless, the factors of violence, lengthy
criminal record, alcohol abuse and lack of community ties are
strongly associated with risk, and cannot be ignored when individual case management and release decisions are made.
All these themes lead many Native and non-Native observers to
conclude that Native offenders are an especially disadvantaged
group, that Native people should be more closely involved in the
planning and delivery of correctional services, and that in some
cases special services and programs should be established by and
for Native offenders, either on or off Native land bases.
At the same time it must always be born in mind that Native
offenders are not a homogenous group and that the large numbers
of Native offenders who come from urban areas and who do not have
stronq links to Bands or reserves require approaches which
involve ur.ban-native organizations as well as Bands or Tribal
Councils.
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THE LEGAL CONTEXT

Natives in Canada have a unique legal status. This status is the
product of their treaty and/or aboriginal rights, and provisions
of various constitutional documents. These rights, together with
certain provisions in international law, have important implications for Natives and thei:r relations with the justice system.
In this chapter we will describe these elements in the legal
framework relating to Natives.

Aboriginal Rights and Indian Self-Government
Constitutional jurisdiction to make laws concerning "Indians, and
lands reserved for Indians" was given to the Parliament of Canada
by section 91(24) of the Constitution Act, 1867. Many Native
groups entered into treaties with representatives of the Crown in
which they surrendered their claims to the land in return for
reserves and other treaty rights.
More recently, certain rights of the aboriginal peoples of Canada
were specifically included in the Constitution. The provisions
related to these rights are contained in sections 25 and 35 of
the Constitution Act, 1982. Section 25 states:
25.

The guarantee in this Charter of certain rights
and freedoms shall not be construed so as to
abrogate or derogate from any aboriginal, treaty
or other rights or freedoms that pertain to the
aboriginal peoples of Canada including:
a) any rights or freedoms that may have been
recognized by the Royal Proclamation of October
7, 1763; and
b) any rights or freedoms that now exist by way of
land claims agreements or may be so acquir.ed.

This section is important for any correctional legislation pertaining to Native people because it is probable that the "equality rights" section of the Charter (section 15), cannot be used to
strike down any existing or other rights of Native people on the
grounds that they discriminate against non-Natives.
Thus, distinctions are likely not discriminatory if they flow from the
rights of aboriginal peoples. In addition, as we discuss below
at p.20, s.15(2) of the Charter permits ameliorative programs to
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from matters related to the rights of aboriginal peoples.
An even more important development for Native people was the
constitutional entrenchment of existing aboriginal and treaty
rights through the inclusion of section 35 in the Constitution
Act, 1982, as amended by the Constitution Amendment Proclamation,
1 983 .
35(1) The existing aboriginal and treaty rights of the
aboriginal peoples of Canada are hereby
recognized and affirmed.
(2) In this Act, "aboriginal peoples of Canada"
includes the Indian, Inuit and Métis peoples of
Canada.
(3) For greater certainty, in subsection (1) "treaty
rights" includes rights that now exist by way of
land claims agreements or may be so acquired.
(4) Notwithstanding any other provision of this Act,
the aboriginal and treaty rights referred to in
subsection (1) are guaranteed equally to male
and female persons.
There continues to be a vari.ety of interpretations as to what
these "aboriginal rights" mean in practice. Native leaders argue
that a wide ranqe of specific rights are implied in the meaning
of aboriginal rights.
Precise legal definitions await future
constitutional conferences and court decisions.
However, in
dealing with issues of land claim settlements and self-government, a revised Comprehensive Land Claims Policy was adopted by
the Government of Canada in December 1986. Within the framework
of the policy, the Government of Canada is prepared to address a
range of issues, including the key issue of self -qovernment.
The federal government's policy approach to selfgovernment is to acknowledge the desire expressed by
communities to exercise greater control and authority
over the management of their af_fairs.... The objectives of the Government's policy on community selfgovernment are based on the principles that local
control and decision making must be substantially
increased....
In the context of the comprehensive
claims policy, self-government is an issue that is tied

- 12 closely to the expressed need of aborOinal peoples for
continuing involvement in the management of land and
resources as well as in the development of self-governing institutions that recognize their place in Canadian
society. 18
For many,native political leaders, self-government is undoubtedly
the most pressing issue facing Native people today. At its most
fundamental level it concerns the survival of Native peoples as
distinct groups in Canadian society. However, just as there is
no agreement as to the exact nature of aboriginal rights, there
is also no consensus as to what, in a specific sense, is entailed
in Native self-government. At the same time there is no doubt
that it is seen as a desirable goal by government and Native
people alike. Much has been accomplished toward implementing
this goal, including:
four constitutional conferences involving
the Prime Minister, the provincial Premiers and Native leaders; a
study by a special parliamentary committee (the Penner Report); 19
a major land claims settlement which includes self-government the James Bay and Northern Quebec Agreement 20 and the North
Eastern Quebec Agreement; 2 1 amendments to the Indian Act2 2 to
grant increased powers to local Native communities; federal
self-government legislation - the Cree Naskapi Act 23 and the
Sechelt Indian Band Self-Government Act; 24 and provincial legislation which allows Native people to provide certain social
services in a manner that recognizes their culture, heritage and
traditions. 25
The movement towards Native self-government will have major
implications for the Correctional Law Review because it can be
anticipated that the criminal justice system, including corrections, will be a component of many comprehensive self-government
negotiations.
Of course, there is immense variety among Native communities as
to the priority they attach to criminal justice matters in their
self-government negotiations, to say nothing of the differences
in various Native groups' economic and other readiness to take
over various functions. Criminal justice has been to date a much
lower priority with Native organizations than issues such as
education and health care. Within the criminal justice area
itself, corrections has been a far lower priority than matters
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such as policing and court operations. The Federal Government is
conscious of the differing perspectives and needs that aboriginal
communities bring to the process of defining self-government.
At the 1987 First Ministers Conference on Aboriginal Constitutional Matters, the Federal Government stated that it recognized
the right of aboriginal peoples to self-government, and was
prepared to support proposals for self-government that:
-

-

provide explicitly for a process of negotiation amongst
aboriginal peoples and governments to define and implement
that right; ...
permit aboriginal control over matters that directly affect
them, this right to be applicable to all aboriginal
peoples.26

Implied as part of the self-governing arrangements would be the
authority to deliver services and programs.
The approach taken by the Federal Government in the Sechelt
Indian Band Self Government Act 27 was to allow that Native community to determine the details of specific powers it wishes to
assume. The Act is essentially enabling legislation which establishes the Sechelt community as a legal entity with responsibility for writing its olArn Constitution.
Its Constitution can,
within the limits specified in the legislation, define the powers
and procedures of the community government, which would in turn
allow the community to make laws in relation to a variety of
areas.
While not going as far as the development of parallel institutions, the landmark James Bay and Northern Quebec Agreement between the federal government, the province of Quebec, and the Cree
and Inuit of Northern Quebec, which was signed in 1975, provided
for specialized correctional institutions, programs and services
appropriately modified to meet the needs of Cree and Inuit
offenders. 28 Sections 18 (Cree) and 20 (Inuit) set forth wideranging provisions related to the justice and correctional
systems. With regard to corrections, section 18 provides for the
following:
-

detention facilities in the James Bay Territory;
Cree staff where possible, and special training for Crees to
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-

permit them to be employed in correctional institutions and in
probation, parole, rehabilitation and aftercare services;
language rights upon arrest or detention;
Crees sentenced to imprisonment could be detained in northern
institutions, after consultation with the Cree local authority;
care in northern facilities of incarcerated Crees who are or
become mentally ill or seriously physically ill during their
incarceration;
special facilities for young Crees under the ages of 21 and
16;
programs and services appropriate for Crees, in the Cree
language, where possible; and
the undertaking of studies for the revision of the sentencing
and detention of Crees, taking into account their culture and
way of life.

Section 12 of the North Eastern Quebec Agreement contains similar
provisions governing services to the Naskapis. These Agreements
thus recognize not only that specialized programs and services
have to be developed, but also that Native staff are vital to the
provision of appropriate services to Native offenders and that
Native communities can also play a critical role.
Although few steps have as yet been taken to implement the kinds
of facilities and services described in the Agreement (in large
part because of the higher priority given to other aspects of the
Agreement), there appears to be some impetus now to look at how
the corrections part of the Agreement could be implemented. The
James Bay and Northern Quebec Agreement Implementation Negotiation, (established June, 1986), under the auspices of DIAND, is
trying to resolve outstanding issues and focus action on implementation by various federal departments.
Legislative recognition of Native peoples' special situation is
not confined to federal initiatives. In the area of child welfare, several provincial governments have enacted legislation
which gives recognition to the principle that Native people
should provide services to their own people in a way that
reflects their culture, heritage and traditions. For example, in
Ontario the Child and Family Services Act, 1984 2 9 contains

- 15 several special provisions regarding Native people. The underlying approach is reflected in the Declaration of Principles, for
example:
f)

to recognize that Indian and Native people should
be entitled to provide, wherever possible, their
own child and family services, and that all services to Indian and Native children and families
should be provided in a manner that recognizes
their culture, heritage and traditions and the
concepts of the extended family...

The Act then details the ways in which native organizations can
participate in or take over decisions affectinq the provision of
services to Indian and Native children. Some provisions of the
Child and Family Services Act, 1984 relevant to Native people are
included in Appendix B of this paper as an example of the kind of
approach which has been tried in this area. The provinces of
Alberta, Manitoba, New Brunswick and Nova Scotia have similar
provisions with regard to Native child welfare.
Several provincial governments have also developed policies
relating to.education and health care that more accurately
reflect the needs and aspirations of aboriginal people.
The various legislative initiatives outlined above recognize the
need to ameliorate the situation of Natives through the provision
of programs and services which reflect Native culture, heritage
and traditions, and take the approach that such programs and services ideally should be provided by Natives, or at least with the
involvement and advice of Native orqanizations.
While a great deal of attention has been directed toward status
Indians living on reserves, much of the leqisl_ation pertains to
Native people generally.
Section 35 of the Constitution Act,1982
states that the aboriginal peoples of Canada include the "...
Indian, Inuit and Métis people of Canada". Similarly, the
Ontario Child and Family Services Act, 1984 is clear in stipulating that "... band and Native communities" is to be interpreted
as including status, non-status and Métis people.

- 16 Clearly corrections initiatives designed to promote the re-integration of Native offenders must include all those of Native
heritage, whether or not they are status Indian, Inuit or Métis,
on or off reserves, from urban or rural areas.

As the previous discussion has demonstrated, there has been a
growing recognition of the shortcomings of a system which uses
the institutions of the dominant society with an expectation that
Natives will benefit from them in the same ways as non-Natives.
Both governments and Native people have agreed upon the need to
work toward a new relationship, even if most of the specifics of
this relationship have yet to be worked out. New institutional
arrangements and programs that are based on Native values, culture and traditions may ail be appropriate and important.
For some Native groups the assumption of power under some form of
self-government based on traditional culture could simply be a
continuation of what has been occurring ail along. Others will
develop new forms of government.
The Community Negotiations Branch of DIAND has funded many Native
groups to carry out research to help them determine the most
appropriate means of blending traditional institutional forms and
customs with the contemporary situation. For some this will
entail legislative schemes leading to the development of new institutions and programs. For example, a reserve in Manitoba is
currently working on a plan to change its form of government from
the band council system to a system based on traditional Native
clans. Others will be content to make changes to the existing
band council system.
The Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms

The Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms has special significance in any discussion of a legal framework for correctional
legislation. As a constitutional document, the Charter binds
both the federal and provincial governments by guaranteeing fundamental rights to everyone.
The Charter protects these rights
from the powers of the state.
With the advent of the Charter, the courts have been given
expanded power to decide on the constitutionality of legislation
and the actions of state officials that may affect constitutionally protected rights and freedoms.

- 17 In section 15, the Charter offers new constitutional equality
rights protections for minorities, including Native persons.
15(1)

Every individual is equal before and under the law
and has the right to the equal protection and
equal benefit of the law without discrimination
and, in particular, without discrimination based
on race, national or ethnic origin, colour, religion, sex, age or mental or physical disability.

(2)

Subsection (1) does not preclude any law, program
or activity that has as its object the ameliora tion of conditions of disadvantaged individuals or
groups including those that are disadvantaged
because of race, national or ethnic origin,
colour, religion, sex or mental or physical disability.

The adoption of this equality rights provision creates a new
situation whereby policy issues related to equality rights which
were formerly resolved through political processes have taken on
a new constitutional dimension and are now potentially subject to
judicial scrutiny.
The previous part of this paper discussed
some of the implications of Natives' unique legal status and the
drive towards self-government.
It remains to examine the legal
implications for Native offenders of section 15.
Under section 15, an individual may challenge a policy or program
(or absence of a policy or program) as violating the right to
equality before and under the law, or to equal benefit and
protection of the law. Most government programs are of course
authorized by some form of law whether a statute or regulation,
if only through the general authority of a department or agency.
How section 15 will in fact be interpreted by the Supreme Court
of Canada is as yet largely unknown, but arguments that unequal
application of a program for which the law provides constitutes a
denial of "equal benefit of the law" can be expected.
Even where a law or program is apparently neutral on its face, it
may have a different impact on some minority groups than on the
mainstream.30 For example, it could be argued that the National
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relas,
and determine release terms and conditions" under the
Parole Act, would be in violation of the Charter if decisions,
procedures and conditions of parole could be demonstrated to de
facto discriminate against Native inmates. in such a case the
inmate would likely have to demonstrate that there is a differential treatment, not lustified bv valid aovernment obiectives
(such as protection of the public) between Native parole applicants and non-Native parole applicants and that the distinction
has the effect of denvina the "protection" or "benefit" afforded
to non-Natives or that there is a lack of sameness (equality)
between what is afforded Native anolicants and non-Native applicants. It would be argued that although the legislation does not
single out Natives, the effect of the procedures is discriminatory.
This kind of discrimination is "systemic discrimination", or the
adverse impact of an apparently neutral law or program.
As a
1985 federal Department of Justice discussion paper states, "it
is discrimination when neutral administration and law have the
effect of disadvantaging people already in need of protection
under section 15." ... fTlhis form of discrimination is often not
readily identified; it commonly takes statistical analysis to
detect it." 31
The parole release power is a good example of an obvious
"benefit" created specifically in law to which no discrimination
should attach.
Perhaps a more comolex question is posed bv
programs like inmate emoloyment. can it be argued bv a Native
inmate that the training and work offered to inmates is designed
for and more beneficial to non-Natives than to Natives, and thus
constitutes "systemic discrimination"? And should correctional
legislation be developed which includes provision for special
programs, plans, criteria or even institutions for Native
offenders to prevent future discrimination "
The issue of "systemic discrimination" raises the auestion
whether, under the Charter, the courts can impose obligations not
iust to redress imbalances or ineaualities in legislative provisions and programs, hut also to leaislate in a positive way. Can
a challenge under the Charter result in a court's finding that
the government must pass leaislation or provide programs to
redress these imbalances?

- 19 It is still unclear how far the courts might go. Several Forms
oF positive remedies (mandatory orders) are available to the
courts which pertain to minority groups: orders to provide
employment or a dPnied service to a victim of discrimination, to
provide educational or government services to members of a
minority group, or to carry out an affirmative action program for
the benefit of a disadvantaged aroup.32 Section 24 of the
Charter is expansive in the extensive remedial powers It bestows
on the courts. Tt states that "anyone whose rights or freedoms,
as auaranteed by this Charter, have heen infringed or denied mav
apply to a court of competent lurisdiction to obtain such remedy
as the court considers appropriate and lust in the circumstances."
In order to preclude, or at least minimize, litiaation alleging
"systemic discrimination" aaainst particular groups, governments
may institute affirmative action programs in the form of special
treatment or consideration for members of disadvantaaed minorities.
Tt is such legislation and programs that are referred to
in section 15(2) of the Charter: "... Subsection (1) does not
preclude anv law, program or activity that has as its obiect the
amelioration of conditions of disadvantaged individuals or
groups". The purpose of an affirmative action program is the
achievement of a more proportional representation, or more eaual
treatment, of groups than currently exists, in the workplace and
elsewhere.
Since equality of results - not lust eaualitv of opPortunity - is
the main concern of affirmative action programs, such programs
must include both "equal opportunity" and "remedial" measures.
Fquality of opportunity alone is not enough because the differences and disadvantaaes of certain groups would lead to a continuance of discrimination against those croups. Rquality of opportunity alone can -perpetuate the effects of past iniustice.
A
remedial program, therefore, is required to make affirmative
action effective.
In the workplace, this usually entails the
establishment of numerical coals or targets and timetables for
achievina them.
Affirmative action programs have hecome a common vehicle for
redressing past discrimination and are usually voluntary. In
certain circumstances, however, the estahlishment of such a

- 20 program can be imposed by federal or provincial Human Rights
Commissions. For example, section 41 of the Canadian Human
Rights Act, 1983 states:
a) that such persons cease such discriminatory practice and, in order to prevent the same or a
similar practice from occurring in the future,
take measures including:
i) adoption of a special program, plan or arrangement referred to in subsection 15(1) (i.e. an
affirmative action program).

Tri the recent decision of the Supreme Court of Canada in Action
Travail des Femmes and the Human Rights Commission v. Canadian
National Railway Company, it was held that a tribunal under
s. 41(2)(a) of the Canadian Human Rights Act can impose a prescribed employment equity program with specified Quotas on an
employer:33
Affirmative action programs for the hiring of Native people in
the justice and correctional system are anticipated in sections
18 and 20 of the James Bay Agreement. For example, Cree and
Inuit are to be employed in a variety of capacities:
18.0.34
After consultation with the Cree local authorities or
Cree Regional Authority, and when it will be appropriate to do so, Crees will be recruited, trained and
hired in order to assume the arPatest possible number
of positions in connection with the administration of
justice in the "judicial district of Abitibi". 34
Similar programs have been instituted through policy in many
federal and provincial correctional agencies. It can be anticipated that there will be increased demand for affirmative action
programs as a means to ensure the adequate participation of
Native people in the criminal justice system under both the
Charter and human rights legislation. However a recent unreported case of the Manitoba Court of Oueen's Bench suggests that
in order to be protected by s.15(2), an affirmative action
Program must be rationally related to the cause of the disadvantaged state of the target group, and must be reasonable required
in order to ameliorate the conditions of hardship of the aroup. 35
Notalprgms,hefoaybChrtepocd.
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The final aspect of the legal context which requires consideration in developing correctional legislation is the variety of
international obligations Canada has undertaken. These include
the UN Charter, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and its
Optional Protocol, the International Covenant on the Elimination
of All Forms of Racial Discrimination, and the International
Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights. Canada has
also endorsed the United Nations Standard Minimum Rules for the
Treatment of Prisoners.
Article 27 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights specifically addresses the rights of members of minorities
within states where they exist:
In those States in which ethnic, religious or linguistic minorities exist, persons belonging to such minorities shall not be denied the right, in community with
other members of their group, to enjoy their own culture, to profess and practipe their own religion, or
to use their own language. 30
The Covenants are international treaties which are binding in
international law, although they are not enforceable in domestic
courts unless they are incorporated in domestic law. The UN
Rumen Rights Committee receives information by way of regular
reports from state parties under both Covenants, and by complaints from individuals under the International Covenant on
Civil and Political Rights. A finding that a state has failed to
observe the Covenants can result in censure by the Committee.
The observation of covenants thus depends in large measure on the
impact of international and domestic public opinion.
The provisions of the Covenants have not been directly incorporated into Canadian domestic legislation, and thus Canadians cannot resort to domestic courts to enforce compliance. However,
the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms specifically protects
many of the human rights recognized in these documents. Furthermore, there is judicial authority to the effect that where legislation is ambiguous, it should not be given an interpretation
that is inconsistent with Canada's international obligations.

In addition, the existence of international. obJ..i.qations such as,
those in the UN Covenants may oftPn provide po1 i.ti_c-a7 suppo.rt for
arguments on behalf of minority aroups.
An increasinq number of Native qroups are iiti.li.zinq intar_national.
law to support their efforts to gain control over their affairs
throuqh the formation of sPver.al international Native qroups
incl udinq the Wor. 7 a Council. of Inai aPnous People, the T.ntPrnational Tndian mrPat-y Council. and the Tnuit c'ir.cumnolar ConferencP.
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AMELIORATION OF CONDITIONS OF NATIVE OFFENDERS

We have suaqPsted that the hiah number, of Native people c-ominQ
into conFlir.t with the law remains a serious problem for the co.rrpctional svstem and that nroarams desi.crnPd to ameliorate the
problem have, to a large extent, failed to ar..hieve the d.esi.red
results.
As we noted earlier, Native offenders are not a homoqPneous qroup linquisti.ca7l.v, niz7.tura]..l.v or triballv.
Native
offenders thus have uniaue and various needs that require special
measnres to meet them.
in addi.t.i.on, the discussion has indicated that Nati-Ve people in
Canada are enterina a new era in the historv of their relations
with the laraer soci.ety.

This is manifest in the development of

two related leqal and pcl.iti_cal. issues;

the movement toward

Native people assuminq more control over their own affa.i.rs
throuah self-aovernment, and their increased demands for their
ahoriqinal and tr.eaty ri.qhts, as well as any riahts under the
Charter and human ri.qli.tç lea.i.sJ_at:ion.

These issues are, in turn,

close.lv tied to the malor cultural. r.evital.izati.on that is
presPntl_v or.cu.rri. nq in manv Native communi ti_es across Canada.

Tt

can he anticipated that these movements wi_11 continue to qain
momentum in the future.

Each of these devel.opments has important implirattons for the
future administration of the correctional svStem. The Correr.tional Law Review provides an oepor.tuni.tv to address at least
some of the problems relatea to Native offAnders and the correctiona.l Gystem.

The CLR is of course concerned with correctional.

1Pq.iGlation and requlation, and not with operations. it is
therefore li_mi_ted in the typas of solutions it can offer. The
kev auesti_on is:

how much of the hodv of correctional rules,

procedure, cri tPria and authori tv should be set out in law as
opposed to a strateqv of pol.i_cv and operational improvements in
proqrams and services?

A Note about Codification and the CLR
one of the fundamental pr. Pmi ses of the CLR, and i.nrlPed the
Criminal Law Review as a whole, is that the present correctional
leqisl.ation is in need of .revisi.on be.raiise it ", .. is outdated,
conf_usinq, and often inadequatelv related to current r.ea.li.ties".37
Our second Worki.nq Paner, A Framework for the Correc-
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leaislation to take into account recent developments in the law
and the wider -justice system, particularly the Charter, which
have an impact on corrections. The impact of the Charter "
may reauire fundamental restructuring of the legislative scheme
and a reorientation of its substance to he consistent with
Charter demands". 38
In addition, we suagested in the first Working Paner on Correctional Philosophy that a clear statement of correctional purpose
and principles is necessary to form the basis of any revised corIn carrying out the task
rectional legislation (see Appendix 13).
of revising the legislation, the interests of the correctional
staff, inmates and the public must be considered and the resulting legislative scheme mus t be seen as fair by all people
affected.
Appendix C contains the full statement of purpoqe and prinriples
proposed by the Review.
Of particular relevance are strateaies
c), d) and el, whirh emphasize the rehabilitation of the offender
"... through the provision of a wide range of program opportunities responsive to their individual needs", and principle 1 which
suggests that "... Tndividuals under sentence retain all the
rights and privileges of a member of society except those that
are necessarily removed or restricted by the fact of incarceration. These rights and privileges and any limitations on them
should be clearly and accessibly set forth in law." In addition,
principle 7 speaks to the need to involve the laraer Native community in the correctional system. "Lay participation in corrections and the determination of community interests with regard to
correctional matters is integral to the maintenance and restoration of membership in the community of incarcerated persons and
should at ail, times be fostered and facilitated by the correctional services."
In the Framework Paper, it was suggested that correctional legislation should be sufficiently detailed to provide clear guidance
with respect to correctional goals and oblectives, and a structured framework for derision-makina, while permitting sufficient
flexibility for appropriate decisions by correctional staff.

- 25 The approach recommended in the Rramework paper entails legislating the purpose and orinciples of corrections, the obiectives of
ail maior agency functions and antivities and essential requirements hut leaving the details to the initiative of those who must
account for the functioning of the system. Tn this approach all
elements of the legislation, including regulations, must he
framed to be consistent with the stated purposes and principles.
Specific policies will be developed by the correctional agencies
themselves to reflect the ohilosophv. 39
Given the Correctional Law Review's approach, a number of questions arise with regard to the situation of Native offenders and
the Native community: Is the development of special legislative
Provisions for Native People an effective approach to the amelioration of the serious problems of the Native offender? With
regard to such legislation, what specific approaches should be
considered? What matters affecting the Native offender, as a
special offender group, should be included in legislation and
which should be set out in policy? what are the legislative
implIcations for the Native offender of the purpose and principles of corrections?
Tt would appear that two broad issues must be addressed by the
Correctional Law Review in its attempts to respond to the unique
situation of the Native offender: (11 the extent to which legislative provisions can facilitate the assumption by Nativecommunities of control over correctional services to Native offenders,
and (21 the recognition of the unique needs of those Natives who
do find themselves in the correctional system.
These approaches are not intended to be mutually exclusive but
rather could co-extst and, in the case of initiatives giving
Native communities or organizations more control over corrections, would be viewed as options for the Correctional Service
and Native organizations and communities to discuss. Tn these
negotiations, it is important to be cognizant of the immense
variety of circumstances among Native communities in terms of
their readiness and willingness to assume control of their
affairs. Any changes should be compatible with the enhancement
of aboriginal community decision-making, and involve appropriate
consultations with aboriginal people. Recognizing that increasing numbers of Native offenders come from urban areas, it is

- 26 particularly important that urban aboriginal oraanizations be
included in the process of consultations.
This implies that different legislative approaches will be appropriate to meet the
diverse interests of Native offenders. Tn addition, any change
in programs, policy and law affectina aboriginal people must not
diminish treaty and aboriginal riabts.
The CLR takes a two track approach to the problem. One is to
encourage the creation of a new approach, in law and in policy,
that incorporates aboriginal participation in and possibly
control over correctional issues affecting aboriginal people, and
to systematically involve aboriainal organizations in this
process from the outset. The other is to improve the current
system by putting specific protection in law with respect to
important aspects of correctional programming vis-a-vis aboriginal inmates.
Enabling Legislation
This approach is the most far reaching in the sense that it
entails a fundamental shift in the correctional system's legislative position. It would involve the inclusion in correctional
or other legislation of measures to enable Native people to
assume control of certain correctional processes that affect
them.
Consistent with Federal Government policy discussed above at
pp. 12-14, which supports approaches which permit greater aboriginal control over matters which directly affect them, it would
be possible to transfer iurisdiction for providing at least some
correctional services to Native groups under a stated legal relationship with the Solicitor General. One of the maior issues for
consultation is whether this type of leaislation would be appropriate, and if so, what form it should take.
This paper bas discussed the large number of different Native
communities, and noted that many incarcerated Native offenders do
not have strong connections with a particular Native community.
If enabling legislation is developed, it will be important to
frame it in sufficiently flexible terms to allow a wide variety
of Native organizations or communities to participate in the
provision of correctional services.
An important question is bow
best to recognize the diversity of Native communities and communities and groups.

- 27 The services provided could range from the establishment of correctional institutions to the running of parole and aftercare
facilities or other culturally appropriate services. The legislation will presumably need to be open-ended enough to take into
account a wide variety of correctional arrangements which
might result from the negotiations. Tn an effort to develop a
culturally-based system or systems, Native groups may propose
correctional facilities or services which are very different from
existing structures.
It is true that most, if not all, of the correctional services
and programs authorized under the proposed legislation could be
implemented under the present legislative scheme through
contracts with native organizations. However, while such enabling legislation may not be strictly necessary, it would nonetheless demonstrate a clear Government endorsement of the role of
aboriginal organizations in the delivery of correctional services
in the context of a new legislative framework for federal corrections. They would then be in a position to enter into negotiations with correctional authorities within an explicit legislative framework, and continuation of funding arrangements will not
depend on government policies on privatization, or general voluntary sector involvement. This would have the effect of putting
aboriginal groups in a stronger position to negotiate programs if
they can point to specific supporting legislation.
Clearly there would have to be provision for adequate compensation to be paid to the Aboriginal correctional authority. However issues for consultation include whether agreements to
transfer an aboriginal offender to an Aboriginal correctional
authority should contain the consent of; a) the offender; b) the
Aboriginal correctional authority; and c) the CSC. Should agreements also make reference to the conditions upon which the
federal government would accept an aboriginal offender back into
the federal correctional system, if such offender wishes to
transfer from the custody of the Aboriginal correctional authority?
To some
already
kind of
for the

extent, of course, the Correctional Service of Canada
enters into arrangements of the sort contemplated by this
legislation. CSC contracts with various Native croups
provision of halfway houses, parole supervision, and

other services rPuuired by Native offPnclPrs, al.thouab to date
most of these arrangements have occurred in urban areas. A qood
example of a native or. qa.nizati.on cu.r. rentlv enqaqPd in prhvi rli.nq
cor. rect i onal services for Native offenders is the Native ['ounsPl.1 ina Services of Alberta. For.med in 1970, and with 130
emplovPPs, NCSA of fers proqrams in Fami..lv, r'ri mi_na7 and Young
Offender Courtwork.

As well, NCSA operates a. minimum securitv

camp, a vounq offenders qr. oop home, a communi.tv r. PS i_dent i_al..
centre, parole and probation supervision (for adult and vounq
offenders), Native Awareness Pr.oqram, a family living skills
proqram, a training department, a leaal_ educati.on-media dPpa.rtment, and a research department. The NCSA also onerates a fine
options program and a community service

order proaram.

Fundi.nq

is provided by the provi_ncial and federal qovernments.40 Of note
is the fact that NCSA is an urban-based Native organization whi.ch
provides corrections services to Native offenders from a vari.etv
of backgrounds.
The principal difference flowina from enabl.i_na 1_eqi_sl.ation would
he that whi.le the current arrangement are created as a matter of
pol.icv throuah contracts, the new a.rr.anaements discussed hPr.e_
would be reroqnizPd in law and formalized thr.ouqr the designation
of certain oraanizations and correctional authorities as
providers of Native cor.r?cti.onal services.

This would give

Native communities a clear leqal basis from which to neqoti.ate
chanqes in the wav services are deli..ver<?d to Native offenders,
and would give a areater measure of sPcur.itv to the Native oraanizations provi.di.nq the services.

A key issue for consultation i s the extent to whi.ch agreements
made between the Aboriginal correctional authorities and the CSC
.f.or transferrinq offenders should contain detailed specification
of the proqrams and services to he del,i_vPred, as well as the
appropriate standard of services.
Flowing from thi..s, to wh.a.t
extent should the government assure itself on a requ7_ar basis
that the services provided in this wav meet certain basic
requirements, such as the protection of the r.iqhts of the
offenders involved, and other minimum standards, as well as the
provision of adeauate containment for offenders who are hei.nq
cared for off reserves, in the larger community.

- 29 Due to the large number of issues of this type, it might be also
helpful to include provision Cor regular consultation between the
Government and Native communities on the subiect of these services.
As we noted earlier, planing these sorts of provisions in correctional legislation would not preclude the negotiation of broader
self-government initiatives by Natives groups and the federal
government. What this approach would allow is the transfer of
suitable correctional authorities to Native communities in the
absence of a more comprehensive agreement.
Tt is also worth mentioning that such arrangements could in many
cases involve federal, provincial and boriginal authorities in a
given area.
Should federal correctional or other legislation include enabling
provisions which would provide explicit authority for Native communities or organizations to assume control of certain correctional processes that affect them? What should these provisions
contain?
Reform of Existing Corrertional Legislation
This approach represents a more limited attempt to ameliorate the
problems of the Native offender than the previous proposals in
that no fundamentally new arrangements are envisioned and the
focus of control remains with the existing correctional system.
It entails the development of a legislative scheme which
recognizes the unique status of Natives as well as Native
offenders as a particularly disadvantaged offender croup and
therefore deserving of particular consideration for the reasons
discussed earlier in this paper. The intent of this approach is
twofold: (1) the codification of selected aspects of the operation of the correctional system as they pertain to Native
offenders, that is, to specifically protect such things as native
spirituality, and (2) the Formai encouragement of greater
involvement of the Native community and Native institutions in
the correctional system. Details as to the components of corrections which might be included in the legislation are discussed
below.
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two central goals of the Correctional Law Review. 'First, the
legislative scheme suggested would be consistent with the purpose
and principles of corrections as set forth in Part T, and would
permit Native offenders to enforce the provision in the courts if
necessary, something they are not able to do if the protection
remains only in policy. Second, the proposed approach to codification would ensure that rorrectional legislation is in line
with Charter requirements as well as Canada's obligations under
international law.

Value of Specific Provisions in Correctional Legislation with
Respect to Aboriginal Offenders
The unique status of Canada's aboriginal peoples, and their acute
problems once they arrive in correctional care suggests that
there is merit In statutory entrenchment of appropriate protections.
Legislation in this area would clearly demonstrate the government's concern to improve the situation of aboriginal people in
corrections. Parliamentary approval in the form of legislation
will be a solid guarantee of the implementation and survival of
what is a significant policy development. Grounding aboriginal
corrections policy in legislation gives such policy greater
authority, and provides explicit protection for specific entitlements such as religious freedom.

a) Consultation with Native Authorities
Several provincial precedents for this approach to leaislation
affecting Native people currently exist, as we have seen, in the
areas of child welfare, family services, social welfare, health
care and education. These initiatives have been implemented
largely because the generalized policy and program approach has
failed to adequately address Native people's needs in these
areas. They are intended to give Native people a greater role in
providing services to their own people. There has been a
recognition that, despite numerous attempts to develop special
programs and involve Native people in their delivery, the situation has not improved significantly and a new approach is

- 31 required.

The enactment of provisions in law which required
aqenci.es to provide specific services and to involve native
neople in the process has been determined by manv provincial
aovernments to be the most appropri.ate approach.
Fven where Indi.an and Native communities do not take over correctional services enti..rPlv, they, together with ahor. iai.naJ. adviGorv
bodies with experience and expertise on aboriqi.nal customs and/or
offenders can and should advise aovernments as to the kinds of
proarams and services whi.ch are appropriate for abor. i_ai_na.l.
offenders, and how these miqht best he delivered. Tn the correctional context, both CSC and NPR have, as a ma+:ter of noJ.iev,
established National Native advi_sor_v committees, and CSC Prairie
Reqi.on has established a reaional committee. These committees
advise on Native correctional pnl_icv and pr.oQrams.

This a.np.r.oach

could he exna.nded to al l reai.onG, and even to the local i.nst.itnta.onal level.

The ctuesti.on for the Correctional Law Review is whether or not
this approach should he mandated in leqislation. Althouqh the
composition of the Committee would not be detailed in leai sl.ation, it wiJ.l be imnortant to comment on the appropriate membership for such committees, for example, service providers, political oraanizations and rommun.i.tv o.rqanizationS.
Should correctional law provide for a reauirement like the followi.nq?
1.

The Correctional. Service of Canada shall regularly consult
with Aboriginal communities and with recognized aboriqina_l advisory bodies with experience and expertise on aboriginal customs
and offenders, about the provision of programs and services to
aboriqinal offenders, by

(a) establishing an Aboriginal advi.sorv committee to provide
advice on national policv issues rPlati.nq to "original
offenders;
(b) Were requested by an Aboriqinal community or recognized
aboriginal advisory body, establishina a Regional Abor.iainal
Advisory Committee to provide advice on regional policy issues
relating to aboriginal offenders.
Reqiona.l Aboriginal Advi.sorv
Committees will form part of an overall National Ahoriqinal
Advisory Committee;
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Aboriqinal advisory body, and where practical, establishing
an Aboriginal Advisory Committee to provide advice to a
particular institution or parole office about proqrams and
services for Aboriginal offenders; and
(d) the Aboriginal Advisorv Committee would provide advice, upon
request, to other iurisdictions.
At the local. level, this nroviGi.on would entitle bands, Native
communities and urban-based experts on Aho.riai nal matters to plav
a st.r. ona advisorv role in respect of institutions located nearbv.
For a varietv for reasons, however, .includi.nQ the isolated
location of manv penitentiaries, and the fact that manv federal
inmates are incarcerated far from their home communities, it is
Important also to have a national advisorv committee whinc can
provide policy advice on Native proqramminq aenerallv.
An alternative to, or possihJ.v in addition to, the national committee would be reqi_onal commi.ttees.
Such committees would be
able to respond more dir.ectlv to reqional. differences amonq
native communities, al.thouah some coordination at the nati.onal
level miqht sti_11. he desirable.
Should l.eaislation provide for
regional committees as wel..l as a nati.onal commit-tee?

b) Pro,qrams of Native Spirituality, Culture and Rehabilitation
The Correctional. 1-am Review's st,atement of purpose and p.r.inr.iples
covers, in a qener.al wav, the need for "encoura.qi.nq offenders to
prepare for eventual. release and successful re-inteqrati.on in
societv throuqh the provision of a wi.de range of program opportunities responsive to thei..r individual needs" (see Appendix B).
To the extent that this principle will ensure the provision of
programs to meet the needs of all offenders, therefore, Nati.verelated proarammi.nq will be assured.
Two questions are raised by this issue, however: first, should
there be a special quarantPe in law reGpectinq Native-r.el.ated
programs; and second, how clearlv can Natives' uni.que needs be
defined, in 1.a.w or i.n fact?
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Native sp.iri.tual.ity and the observance of ceremonies, and manv
Native offenders cive positive reports of the Native Rlder
proqrams in CSC and other institutions. Revond spi r. i..tuaT and
related cultural needs, however, the unique preara.m needs of
Natives are not well understood or documented by correctional
svstems.
It appears that across the country, Native and nonNative offenders could benefit from educational, vocational and
alcohol proqrams, as well as proqrams desiqned to improve social
skills.
Whether Native inmates should be receivinq more of the
same type of pr.oqrammi.na qiven to non-Native inmates - but perhaps with Native staff runni.nq the proqrams - or r.ectuire a
different type of correctional program or experience, is not well
understood, at least by traditional correctional systems.
Since the fPdPral correctional system i s already committed to
providing suitable proqramminq for Natives, there would appear to
he no conflict in principle with a statutory auarantee of Native
proarammi.nq.
One practical auesti.on which arises, however, is
in what circumstances the auarantee would operate. Should the
sole Nati_vy inmate in a penitentiary receive the full range of
Native-related proarams which would he offered in, for example, a
Prairie institution like Stony Mountain Penitentiary?
One approach to this question would he to rely on the qeneral.
quarantees for all inmates which have been proposed in the Correctional Philosophy and Correctional Authority and Inmate R.ights
papers.41
This approach could be criticized as not providi_nq sufficient
quidance as to Native offender program needs. The general oh-iective, for example, of provi_cli.na "proarams responsive to i.ndi.vi.dual needs" may not necessarily lead to proqrams which take into
account the various Native attitudes, traditions and orientation.
It has been suqqested that, to be effective, correcti.onal.
proarams for Natives must in fact adopt such an orientation, even
if their ultimate pr.actical aims are to teach lob skills, reduce
alcoholism, or achi.eve any of the other ohlectives which are
pertinent to the inmate population as a wholP. Similarly, since
complaints continue to arise about the recoqnition of. Native
spirituality as a r.eliai.on, and about the particulars of Native
spiritual observance, some cri.ti.cs would support special
quarantees.
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2. The correctional system shall make available programs which
are particularly suited to serving the spiritual and cultural
needs of Aboriginal offenders and, where numbers warrant,
programs for the treatment, training and reintegration of
Aboriginal offenders which take into account their culture and
way of lite.
3. Aboriginal spirituality shall be accorded the same status,
protection and privileges as other religions. Native E i ders,
spiritual advisors and ceremonial leaders shall be recognized as
having the same status, protection and privileges as religious
officials of other religions, for the purposes of providing
religious counselling, performing spiritual ceremonies and other
related duties.
4. Where numbers warrant, correctional institutions shall
provide an Aboriginal Elder with the same status, protection and
privileges as an institutional Chaplain.
5. The correctional service shall recognize the spiritual rights
of individual boriginal offenders, such as group spiritual and
cultural ceremonies and rituals, including pipe ceremonies,
religious fasting, sweat lodge ceremonies, potlaches, and the
burning of sweetgrass, sage and cedar.
This wording would acknowledge both that the freedom to practice
one's religion is protected in the Canadian constitution, and the
special place of spiritual and cultural values in native traditions. The proposed wording would require that Natives be given
access to spiritual and cultural programs, reaardless of their
numbers in the population. This is in conformity with existing
Correctional Service of Canada policy. The Service estahlished a
Commissioner's Directive on Native Offender Programs and prepared
a "Native Spirituality Information Kit" to acquaint corrections]
staff with elements of Native spiritual practice. The CSC policy
" ••• accords Native religion status and protection eaual to that
of other religions.
Tt extends to Native individuals unaer its
supervision, those ooportunities necessary to practice religious
freedom which are consistent with the prudent requirements of
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facility security. This shall include access to appropriate
space and materials, Eiders, spiritual advisors, publications and
religious obiects or symbols" . 4 2 Natives in institutions occasionally report, however, that there are still problems with the
recognition of Native spirituality as a religion. Placina the
existing policy in law would enshrine these more specific guarantees, although not ail, of the detail proposed above need necessarily be included in legislation.
The wording of this draft provision also mandates other special
Native programming, where numbers warrant. This might include
such things as special halfway houses exclusively for Natives, as
recommended by the Carson Report.
It might also include the
creation of alcohol treatment programs which draw on Native spiritual concepts as part of the treatment approach, as suggested by
the Native Sisterhood at the Prison for Women. The provision
acknowledges without precisely defining these other uniaue needs
or how to respond to them.
The breadth of this language allows
for analysis and negotiation of the needs and appropriate
programs for Natives at the local level, where discussion of real
needs is most likely to be informed and practical.
The draft wording would allow for these programs to he delivered
by private Native groups and individuals (as spiritual ceremonies
and teaching are now delivered in CSC institutions). The provision would not require correctional authorities to offer
programs directly, but only to make them available. This would
apply equally to all Natives.
0

Transfers

It was seen earlier that another area of concern among Native
offenders is transfers and the lona distances from home often
involved 3n serving a sentence of incarceration. We have seen
that the Carson Report recommended a general policy of retaining
inmates in their home region. This is now formai CSC policy.
Some Native experts have recommended that the institutional
placement of Native offenders be specifically guaranteed in
legislation in order to ensure their incarceration in the region
in which they were sentenced, thereby facilitating the participation of the larger Native community in the correctional process.
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appear to encompass this concern, at least in part by circumscribing the criteria which may justify a transfer of any inmate
and prescribing a procedure for involuntary transfers. A
question for consultation is whether there are unique considerations in respect of transfer of Native offenders which need to be
the subject of a special guarantee.
d) Release
For Native offenders who come from reserves, a particular concern
has been expressed about release planning and the degree to which
releasing authorities are willing to consider paroling or releasing on mandatory supervision a status Indian offender to the
reserve, perhaps under the supervision of status Indian community
members. Some Native representatives claim that correctional and
releasing authorities do not sufficiently consider the Native
community's need for the offender's return to the community as a
worker and family member, or the community's willingness to
supervise the offender or otherwise play a vital
part of the
re-integration plan. Correctional authorities, by contrast,
suggest that bands often do not really wish to accept an offender
back, or that when they do, the community does not play the
active role in his supervision or re-integration which is necessary to protect society and fulfill other criteria for parole.
It would appear that these arrangements can only be addressed on
a local, specific level. However, it has been suggested that
perhaps correctional law should require that bands and Nativecommunities receive notice of a Native band member's parole application or mandatory supervision plan, with his or her consent and
providing he or she has expressed an interest in returning to the
reserve.
Perhaps such a provision might read as follows:

6. With the offender's consent, and where he or she has
expressed an interest in being released to his or her reserve,
the correctional authority shall give adequate notice to the
Aboriginal community of a band member's parole application or
approaching date of release on mandatory supervision, and shall
give the band the opportunity to present a plan for the return of
the offender to the reserve, and his or her re-integration into
the community.
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orqanizations wi.thi.n a Native community to act as direct or indirect supervisors of a given offender's release. (Fxisti.nq correctional law aivPG author. i.ti es the power to designate community
qroups or individuals to act as release supervi sor. s. ) Arranaements for indi.qenous supervision on reserves, of a formal or
informal nature, would he worked out at a local level. There are
examples of such an approach: the Dakota-Oi i.bwav Tribal Council,
for example, has an arranaement with the provincial government
whereby the hand provides probation supervision for Native
offenders on the reserve. The province contributed funds for the
initial training of community members to act as probation
officers.

e) Native Correctional Workers and Native Awareness Training
The Carson Report suqqested, and many Native experts believe,
that in order to be effective, correctional proqrams for Native
offenders would have to he delivered by predominantly Native
staff.

The draft provisions set out earlier in this Part do not

require Native staf_fi.na for Native pr.oqrams, but do r.eaui.re that
the proqrams offered he "suited to serving" Native needs or "take
into account" their culture and way of life. If, as many
believe, only a proaram delivered by Natives can be truJ.v suited
to Natives, then this wo.rdina may achieve that result indirectly.

This raises, however, another issue important in itGel.f, which is
the hirinq of Native correctional staff by t.radi_ti.onal correc1-i.onal svst-.ems.
It wi.l_l he recalled that the James Bay Agreement
contemplates both special proqrams .for Native inmates and hirinq
pr.oqrams for Native staff. CSC has in place an affirmative
action proaram for the hi.r.inq of new staf.f members of Native
oriain.
Known as the Action Plan, it was designed to increase
the hi.rinq of Native staf_f in the CSC, and has been in operation
since 1985.
Natives have been hired as correctional officers and
parole officers, if they meet the basic requirements for the
position.
They are trained in the normal fashion, and must complete a two vear probationary employment period, which is the
entry level required of everyone. Competition .f.or hiqher positions requires 3 - 4 vears of experience in the entry level positions.
As the Action Plan has only been in one.ration for 3
years, no Natives have vet advanced to hiqher positions.
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way, as anv Qualified staff of CSC.
There still exist barriers to acceptance of aboriginal correctional workers due to cultural differences. In the past, the
stigma of being aboriginal often led to a lack of acceptance on
the part of other correctional staff. However, as their numbers
grow, and through sensitization of other staff, there is a
greater acceptance of aboriginal people. More Natives are staving, and this too adds to a greater acceptance of Natives in the
service.
Education has proven to be a barrier to Native staff in competition for some positions.
'or parole officers, for example, CSC
requires a B.A. in criminology. There are no programs offered to
assist Natives in CSC to get such a degree, and they must therefore do it on their own. P or some positions, however, (e.g. correctional officers), experience in the field of corrections or
with iuveniles could replace any specific educational requirements. 43
While the Action Plan has had some success, it is still widely
felt that more Native staff would be desirable for CSC, especially at local (penitentiary and district office) levels. Many
Native leaders also feel the program should involve affirmative
action in promotion as well as hiring, and in management positions.
The hiring and effective management of staff to meet the relevant
needs of various offender groups (women, francophones, and
Natives) runs through many aspects of corrections. For Natives,
the arguments for Native offenders working primarily with Native
staff are particularly compelling; they include not lust
spiritual and cultural bonds, but an understanding which it is
claimed can be achieved only after long study by people from the
cultural mainstream. Practically, as we saw earlier, Native
inmates participate in correctional programs less actively than
do non-Natives.
Perhaps the participation rate in the same
programs, run by Native staff, would be no better. There are
good reasons for hiring Native staff to work with Native inmates,
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Tt
reasons which extend into the security and release areas.
should he made clear, however, that Native staff need not work
exclusively with Native offenders. Employment mobility for
trained Native staff is also important.
Provisions requiring affirmative action programs need not necessarily be included in legislation. The question for the CLR is
whether, in light of the Particular situation of Native
offenders, a legislated requirement is appropriate, for example:
7. There shall be an affirmative action program for the hiring
and promoting of aboriginal professional staff to work with
aboriginal offenders.
Recognizing, however, that there is difficulty in attracting
Natives to correctional work, the correctional authority should
give specific Native awareness training to ail staff comina into
contact with Native offenders.
It is recognized that such awareness training is not a panacea,
but is essential so lona as the number of Native staff at the
penitentiary and district office level is insufficient, considering the numbers of Native offenders. CSC already holds, as a
tenet of its corporate mission, that staff members recognize
special needs of offenders. A special Commissioner's Directive
was developed: "To ensure that the needs and constructive
interests of native offenders are identified and that programs
(including native spiritual practices) and services are developed
and maintained to satisfy them."44 Each reaion In CSC in fact
now provides, proportional to the number of Native offenders in
the region, Native awareness training on a regular basis for
selected staff.
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PART IV:

CONCLUSION

This paper has identified the major problems faced by Native
offenders in the correctional system. Over-representation in the
system and the lack of Native-oriented programming run by Native
creates problems for both Native offenders and the corrections
system.
The approaches outlined in this paper are made within the context
of the Correctional Law Review, and in view of the unique legal
status that aboriginal peoples have in Canada.
These approaches
are consistent with developments in aboriginal self-government,
whereby aboriginal people will be able to assume control of
essential elements in community life, which might include certain
justice, law enforcement and correctional matters.
A two-pronged approach has been suggested as possible for the
amelioration of the problems faced by Native offenders and the
correctional system.
At the base of each approach is that
aboriginal people should be more closely involved in the planning
and delivery of correctional services, and that any direction for
change should include the development of special services
oriented to the unique needs of Native offenders. The two
approaches are compatible with each other and indeed are complementary. They could be pursued either separately or together.
The first approach is that special legislative provisions could
turn over a significant degree of jurisdiction to aboriginal-run
correctional organizations. Correctional services, parole and
after-care services could be provided by Aboriginal correctional
authorities within a clearly defined legal relationship with the
Solicitor General.

•

The second approach would be to incorporate in existing correctional legislation proposals that specifically deal with Native
needs in corrections. Under this scheme there would be increased
native consultation through regional and national Aboriginal
Advisory Committees. Programs specifically geared to Native cultural and spiritual needs would be guaranteed, and rehabilitation
and release programs would be specially designed for Native
people.
Affirmative action in hiring and promotion of Native
staff is essential to this approach, as is increased Native
awareness training for all correctional staff.
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APPENDIX A

LIST OF PROPOSED WORKING PAPERS OF THE CORRECTIONAL LAW REVIEW
Correctional Philosophy

A Framework for the Obrrectional Law Review
Conditional Release
Victims and Corrections
Correctional Authority and

Inmate Rights

Powers and Responsibilities of Correctional
Correctional

Staff

Issues Affecting Native Peoples

Federal-Provincial

Issues in Corrections

Mental Health Services for Penitentiary Inmates
International Transfer of Offenders

- 46 APPENDIX "B"
CHILD AND FAMILY SERVICES
c. 55

ACT,

1984, Statutes of Ontario 1984,

Approvals and Funding
13 (3) An approved agency that provides services to
Indian or Native children and families shall have
the prescribed number of band or Native community
representatives on its board of directors in the
prescribed manner and for the prescribed terms...

Part X:

Indian and Native Child and Family Services

192. The Minister may designate a community, with the
consent of its representatives, as a Native community for the purposes of this Act.
193. The Minister may make agreements with bands and
Native communities, and any other parties whom the
bands or Native communities choose to involve, for
the provision of services.
194. 1)
2)

A band or Native community may designate a
body as an Indian or Native child and family
service authority.
Where a band or Native community has designated an Indian or Native child and family
service authority, the Minister,
a) shall, at the band's or Native community's
request, enter into negotiations for the
provision of services by the child and family
service authority; ...

195. Where a band or Native community declares that an
Indian or Native child is being cared for under
customary care, a society or agency may grant a
subsidy to the person caring for the child.
196. A society that provides services or exercises
power under this Act with respect to Indian or
Native children shall regularly consult with their
bands or Native communities about the provision of
the services or the exercise of the powers and
about matters affecting the children, including:
a) the apprehension of children and the placement
of children in residential care...

- 47 "APPENDIX C"

STATEMENT OF PURPOSE AND
PRINCIPLES OF CORRECTIONS

The purpose of corrections is to contribute to the maintenance
of a just, peaceful and safe society by:
a)

carrying out the sentence of the court having regard to the
stated reasons of the sentencing judge, as well as all
relevant material presented during the trial and sentencing
of offenders, and by providing the judiciary with clear
information about correctional operations and resources;

b)

providing the degree of custody or control necessary to
contain the risk presented by the offender;

c)

encouraging offenders to adopt acceptable behaviour patterns
and to participate in education, training, social development
and work experiences designed to assist them to become lawabiding citizens;

d)

encouraging offenders to prepare for eventual release and
successful re-integration in society through the provision of
the wide range of program opportunities responsive to their
ind iv id ual needs;

e)

prov id ing a safe and healthful environment to incarcerated
offenders which is conducive to their personal reformation,
and by assisting offenders in the community to obtain or
provide for themselves the basic services available to all
members of society;

The purpose is to be achieved in a manner consistent with the
following pr inc ipl es :
1.

Individuals under sentence retain all the rights and
privileges of a member of society, except those that are
necessarily removed or restricted by the fact of incarceration.
These rights and privileges and any limitations on
them should be clearly and accessibly set forth in law.

- 48 2.

The punishment consists only of the loss of liberty, restriction of mobility, or any other legal disposition of the
court. No other punishment should be imposed by the correctional authorities with regard to an individual's crime.

3.

Any punishment or loss of liberty that results from an
offender's violation of institutional rules and/or supervision conditions must be imposed in accordance with law.

4.

In administering the sentence, the least restrictive course
of action should be adopted that meets the legal requirements
of the disposition, consistent with public protection and
institutional safety and order.

5.

Discretionary decisions affecting the carrying out of the
sentence should be made openly, and subject to appropriate
controls.

6.

All individuals under correctional supervision or control
should have ready access to fair grievance mechanisms and
remedial procedures.

7.

Lay participation in corrections and the determination of
community interests with regard to correctional matters is
integral to the maintenance and restoration of membership in
the community of incarcerated persons and should at all times
be fostered and facilitated by the correctional services.

8.

The correctional system must develop and support correctional
staff in recognition of the critical role they play in the
attainment of the system's overall purpose and objectives.

